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ABSTRACT. Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is considered a good genetic model for evaluating mechanisms of 
drought tolerance, and it is the most important threat to crop production worldwide. This study aimed to 
identify single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with agronomic, morphological and physiological 
traits in a population of 137 recombinant chromosome substitution lines (RCSL) of barley, which were evaluated 
under rainfed conditions, in Cauquenes, southern Chile (35°58’ S, 72°17’ W). The annual precipitation was 299 
mm during the growing season. Fifty-two significant QTLs were detected for the studied traits, which explained 
between 5% and 13.8% of the phenotypic variation. A genomic region on chromosome 1H (that comprises 
SNPs 2711-234 and 1923-265) accounted for 13.4% and 13.8%, respectively, of the grain yield variation. In 
addition, SNPs 8388-578 and 7639-122 on the chromosome 5H had a moderate effect, explaining 12.8% of the 
plant height variation. Moreover, some SNPs were associated with more than one trait, and clusters of QTLs for 
yield and related traits were also found. Finally, the QTLs identified in the present study are of particular interest 
for barley-breeding purposes under rainfed conditions. 
Keywords: Hordeum vulgare, mixed model, recombinant chromosome substitution lines, segregation distortion. 

Identificação de QTL associados a características agronômicas, morfológicas e fisiológicas 
em cevada sob condições de sequeiro, usando marcadores SNP 

RESUMO. Cevada (Hordeum vulgare L.) é uma cultura modelo para a avaliação genética dos mecanismos de 
tolerância à seca; a ameaça mais importante para a produção agrícola a nível mundial. Objetivou-se identificar 
polimorfismos de nucleotídeo único (SNP) associados a características agronômicas, morfológicas e fisiológicas 
numa população de 137 linhas recombinantes com substituição cromossômica (RCSL) de cevada, avaliadas sob 
condições de sequeiro, em Cauquenes, sul do Chile (35°58’ S, 72°17’ O). A precipitação anual foi de 299 mm 
durante o período vegetativo. Cinquenta e dois QTLs foram encontrados para as características estudadas, 
explicando entre 5% e 13.8% da variação fenotípica. A região genômica no cromossomo 1H (que compreende os 
SNPs 2711-234 e 1923-265) foi responsável de ~13% da variação no rendimento de grãos. Além disso, os SNPs 
8388-578 e 7639-122 no cromossomo 5H teve um efeito moderado, explicando 12,8% da variação para altura da 
planta. Além disso, alguns SNPs foram associados com mais de uma característica, e grupos de QTLs para 
rendimento de grãos e características relacionadas também foram encontrados. Finalmente, os QTLs 
identificados no presente estudo podem ser de particular interesse para fins de melhoramento de cevada em 
ambiente de sequeiro. 
Palavras-chave: Hordeum vulgare, modelo misto, linhas recombinantes com substituição cromossômica, distorção de 

segregação. 

Introduction 

Abiotic stress is the primary cause of crop loss 
worldwide, reducing average yields for most major 
crop plants by more than 50% (Bray, Bailey-Serres, & 
Weretilnyk, 2000). Among the abiotic stresses, drought 
has a major impact on plant growth and productivity 
because water is required in all physiological processes, 
and it is the main medium for transporting nutrients 

and metabolites (Polle, Altman, & Jiang, 2006). As a 
result, drought is by far the most complex and 
devastating abiotic stress on a global scale and its 
frequency is expected to increase with climate change 
(Lakew et al., 2011; Schmit, Mora, Emhart, & Rubilar, 
2015). Under this scenario, the development of 
drought tolerantcultivars is one of the major objectives 
of breeding programs with a goal of reducing crop 
losses in agriculture (Sayed, Schumann, Pillen, Naz 
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& Léon, 2012; Ballesta, Mora, Contreras-Soto, Ruiz 
& Perret, 2015). 

Tolerance to drought stress is a complex 
phenomenon with a number of physio-biochemical 
processes (e.g., reduction in water loss by increasing 
stomatal resistance, increase in water uptake by 
developing large and deep root systems and 
accumulation of osmolytes) that are activated at 
different stages of plant development (Rampino, 
Pataleo, Gerardi, Mita & Perrotta, 2006). The 
complexity of drought tolerance mechanisms 
explains the slow progress in yield improvement in 
drought environments (Cattivelli et al., 2008).  

Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is the fourth-most 
cultivated species worldwide, and it is one of the 
cereal crops that is best adapted to drought (Lakew 
et al., 2011). In addition, barley (2n = 2x = 14) is 
considered a good genetic model (Triticeae) for 
evaluating mechanisms of drought tolerance. This is 
an annual species with a relatively short life cycle, 
wide range of adaptability, and high degree of self-
fertility, and it has cross compatibility with species 
within the primary gene pool (Close et al., 2009; 
Inostroza et al., 2009). 

The availability of genetic variability is a pre-
requisite for any breeding program; however, the 
genetic diversity available in cultivated barley is 
limited due to selection processes that are mainly 
targeted for a high yield under favorable conditions 
(Kalladan et al., 2013). Breeders have long 
recognized the inherent value of wild species for the 
genetic improvement of important traits in 
cultivated varieties (Lakew et al., 2011). For barley, 
the wide ecological range of the wild species 
(Hordeum vulgare subsp. spontaneum) differs in several 
environmental conditions, including water 
availability (Nevo & Chen, 2010). This adaptive 
genetic diversity indicates the potential of wild 
barley as a source for drought-tolerance alleles that 
can be transferred to cultivated varieties, enabling 
improvements in the drought tolerance and yield 
under water limited conditions (Tuberosa & Salvi, 
2006; Nevo & Chen, 2010). The introgression of 
genomic segments from wild to cultivated barley has 
been a useful procedure for increasing the genetic 
variation of traits that contribute to drought 
tolerance (Lakew et al., 2011). However, only 40% 
of wild barley alleles are represented in cultivated 
barley (Ellis et al., 2000). 

Many morphological and physiological traits 
have been found to be linked to drought tolerance in 
barley (Araus, Slafer, Royo, & Serret, 2008; Del 
Pozo et al., 2012), and most of these traits are 
controlled by a large number of minor genes (Mora 
et al., 2015). In addition, the grain yield under 

water-stressed conditions has been hampered by the 
low heritability, polygenic control, epistasis and 
significant genotype by-environment interaction 
(Piepho, 2000). Given that these traits are 
quantitatively inherited, the discovery of the 
quantitative trait locus (QTL) plays a central role in 
improvement through marker-assisted selection 
(MAS) (Tuberosa & Salvi, 2006). Moreover, 
comparisons among QTL studies can reveal 
chromosome regions and provide guidance for the 
eventual identification of specific genes that are 
responsible for quantitative trait variation (Wang et 
al., 2014). On the other hand, the advent of the 
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers has 
made it possible to develop high-density genetic 
maps in a wide range of species, including barley 
(Close et al., 2009). These high-density SNP-based 
genetic maps are used in QTL mapping for 
dissecting the genetic architecture of complex traits 
and for identifying favorable alleles in diverse 
germplasm (Gyenis et al., 2007).  

In barley, advanced mapping populations, such 
as recombinant chromosome substitution lines 
(RCSLs), have been developed to facilitate the 
genetic dissection of complex traits (Matus et al., 
2003). As a result, hundreds of QTLs have been 
mapped that control a variety of morphological and 
agronomic traits (Gyenis et al., 2007). However, few 
studies have identified QTLs for drought-related 
morphological and physiological traits (Mir, Zaman-
Allah, Sreenivasulu, Trethowan & Varshney, 2012; 
Mora et al., 2016). Therefore, this study aims to 
identify SNP markers associated with thirteen 
complex traits (agronomic, morphological and 
physiological) in a population of 137 RCSLs of 
barley growing under rainfed conditions. 

Material and methods 

Plant material and field trial  

A recombinant chromosome substitution line 
(RCSL) population was developed using the 
crossing scheme of Matus et al. (2003). Briefly, an 
accession of Hordeum vulgare subsp. spontaneum 
(Caeserea 26-24 from Israel) was the donor parent, 
and Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare ‘Harrington’ (a 
North American malting quality standard) was the 
recurrent parent. The recurrent parent was used as 
the female and donor as the male to obtain the F1 
generation. To develop the RCSL population, the F1 
was backcrossed twice with the recurrent parent 
‘Harrington’ to produce BC2F1 individuals. These 
plants were self-pollinated to produce the RCSL 
population in the BC2F6 generation.  
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A total of 137 RCSL were evaluated outdoors in 
a rainfed environment in Cauquenes, Chile (35°58’ 
S, 72°17’ W). The annual precipitation was of 299 
mm during the growing season 2008-2009. Fertilizer 
and field management practices recommended for 
optimum barley production were employed 
(Inostroza et al., 2009; Del Pozo et al., 2012). The 
field trial was arranged in a 14×10 alpha-lattice 
design (‘Harrington’ cultivar was replicated more 
times for arrangement v = 14×10 = 140).  

Phenotyping 

The recorded traits were classified into the 
following three groups: morphological, agronomic 
and physiological traits. Morphological traits 
included the peduncle length (PL, in cm), peduncle 
extrusion (PE, in mm) and spike length without the 
awns (SL, in cm). The agronomic traits were the 
plant height (PH, in cm), dry weight in tillering 
(DWT, in g⋅m-2), biological yield (BY, in g⋅m-2), 
hectoliter weight (HW, in gr), harvest index (HI), 
kernel per spike (KS), thousand kernel weight 
(TKW, in k) and grain yield (GY, in ton⋅ha-1). The 
relative water content (RWT, in %) and interception 
of photosynthetically active radiation (IPAR) were 
included in the phenotyping of physiological traits.  

DNA isolation and SNP genotyping 

For DNA isolation, 200–300 mg of leaf tissue 
was harvested and genomic DNA was extracted 
using a Qiagen DNeasy Plant mini kit (QIAGEN 
Co). DNA samples were sent to the Southern 
California Genotyping Consortium (SCGC), 
Illumina BeadLab at the University of California, 
Los Angeles (http://scgc.genetics.ucla.edu/), and 
were genotyped with the 1,536-SNP barley BOPA1 
set (Close et al., 2009). Genotyping was performed 
on 137 RCSL samples and their parents using the 
Illumina GoldenGate BeadArray. The SNP loci 
were designated by HarvEST:Barley unigene 
assembly #32 numbers (http://harvest.ucr.edu/). 
The order of polymorphic markers from BOPA1 
was performed using MEGA5 software (Tamura et 
al., 2011).  

QTL detection  

Severe segregation distortion of SNP markers 
against the Mendelian expectation ratio (1:1 ratio for 
RCSL populations) was observed based on the P 
values obtained by a Chi-square test. This 
phenomenon implies that the genetic covariance 
between genotypes (i.e., genetic relatedness) in the 
population is not homogeneous, and, therefore, 
according to Malosetti et al., (2011) a mixed model 
approach that includes information about the 

genetic relatedness between RCSLs genotypes was 
employed to avoid false positives in the QTL 
analysis:  

 = μ+ + + 	 
 
where  is the phenotype of the ith RCSL, μ is a 
constant,  is the SNP genotype of RCSL ith,  is 
the additive allele substitution effect (SNP effect),  
is the random genetic background effect of RCSL 
ith and  is a random residual effect. The random 

 effects are assumed to follow a normal 
distribution with a mean zero and variance-
covariance matrix	 , with	 = 2 , and  is the 
coefficient of coancestry matrix between RCSLs. 
Residual effects were assumed to be normally 
distributed with a mean of zero and variance of .  

The Kinship (K-matrix) was estimated with 497 
SNP markers in the program TASSEL 5.0 
(Bradbury et al., 2007). Marker–trait association was 
evaluated with the mixed model method described 
by Malosetti et al. (2011), incorporating the relative 
kinship matrix as a covariate (K-model) in the 
software TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007). 
Additionally, only for purposes of comparison, a 
simple model (S-model) that ignores kinship 
information was performed where the genetic 
relatedness between lines was represented by the 
identity matrix. Corrections for multiple testing 
were performed using the q-value false discovery 
rate (FDR) package in R software (Storey & 
Tibshirani, 2003), and an SNP was consequently 
declared significant at a threshold of q-value ≤ 0.01. 
The proportion of observed phenotypic variance 
explained by a QTL was estimated as the coefficient 
of determination (R2), and the sum of the individual 
QTL contributions was calculated as the total 
phenotypic variance (Rt

2) explained by all QTLs for 
each trait (Yang et al., 2010). 

The effect of additive-by-additive interaction 
(epistasis) was estimated on the basis of phenotypic 
observations according to Bocianowski (2012a). This 
method requires the identification of groups of 
extreme lines, i.e., lines with the minimal and 
maximal expression levels of the trait under 
consideration. The group of minimal lines consists 
of the lines that contain, theoretically, only alleles 
reducing the value of the trait, and the group of 
maximal lines contains the lines that only have 
alleles increasing the trait value (Bocianowski & 
Nowosad, 2015). These groups were determined 
using the quantile method described by 
Bocianowski Krajewski and Kaczmarek, (1999). 
According to Surma, Adamski and Kaczmarek, 
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(1984) the total additive- by-additive interaction 
effect ( ) may be estimated by: 

 = 12 ( + ) −  

 
where	  and 	denote the means for the 
groups of maximal and minimal lines, respectively, 
and 	denotes the mean for all lines. 

Results and discussion 

Descriptive statistics for all morphological, 
agronomic and physiological traits measured in the 
RCSL population are presented in Table 1. The 
average plant height was 83.6 cm, with a standard 
deviation (SD) of 7.9 cm, and the average grain yield 
(GY) was 2.8 ton⋅ha-1, with an SD of 0.9 during the 
studied growing season.  

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for all morphological, agronomic 
and physiological traits measured in an RCSL population of 
rainfed barley.  

Trait Min Max Mean SD 
Morphological PL (cm) 9.3 42.0 17.3 3.8 

PE (mm) 1.8 4.1 2.6 0.3 
SL (cm) 6.4 17.4 9.8 1.2 

Agronomic PH (cm) 65.0 105.0 83.6 7.9 
DWT (g⋅m-2) 117.1 665.2 356.0 109.2

BY (g⋅m-2) 300.0 1775.0 1011.6 245.8
HW 67.2 75.1 73.4 1.5 
HI 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.1 
KS 7.3 32.8 24.4 3.7 

TKW 27.8 200.7 50.4 14.3
GY (ton⋅ha-1) 0.8 5.3 2.8 0.9 

Physiological RWC (%) 34.8 96.9 70.8 10.8
IPAR 60.3 96.5 87.6 6.2 

SD: standard deviation. 

Of the 1,536 SNPs, 497 markers gave useful 
genotype information in the RCSL population and 
were used for subsequent analyses. These markers 
provided a good coverage of the genome (seven 
chromosomes) with between 58 and 92 markers (on 
chromosomes 1H and 2H, respectively). The biggest 
gaps were detected on top of chromosomes 5H (with 
~27 cM). The result of chi-squared (χ2) test (α = 0.05) 
showed that all markers deviated from the Mendelian 
segregation ratios expected in this RCSL population 
(1:1), which was due probably to selection that 
operated during the inbreeding process. This result is 
agreement with the findings of Malosetti et al. (2011), 
who reported severe allele frequency distortions in 
many chromosomal regions in an RIL population of 
barley. 

The deviation from the Mendelian segregation 
ratios implies that the genetic covariance between 
genotypes (genetic relatedness) in the population is not 
homogeneous (Malosetti et al., 2011). This

confounding effect has been recognized as one of 
the major problems in QTL mapping studies given 
that it can result in spurious associations and, therefore, 
in a high number of false-positive QTLs (Würschum, 
2012). A solution to this problem is to use a mixed 
model that can accommodate the extra genetic 
covariance by embedding kinship information in the 
model, leading to appropriate tests and minimizing the 
rate of false QTL (Malosetti et al., 2011). This was 
confirmed in our study, in which a total of 288 QTLs 
were detected using the simple model (without kinship 
information); 236 were spurious associations. 
Moreover, the model that accounts for the 
heterogeneous genetic relatedness between RCSL lines 
(K model) was the best model for most of the target 
traits according to the Bayesian information criterion 
(BIC). Similar to this study, Kang et al. (2008) and 
Malosetti et al. (2011) demonstrated that the inclusion 
of genetic relatedness between individuals in the model 
resulted in fewer false positives and higher power than 
the traditional QTL mapping approach. 

Most economically important traits in plants are 
controlled by QTLs, which are known to be affected 
by many factors, such as populations, environments, 
molecular markers and QTL mapping methods. 
However, despite these uncertainties, comparisons 
among QTL studies can reveal chromosome regions 
and provide guidance for the eventual identification of 
specific genes that are responsible for quantitative trait 
variation (Wang et al., 2014). A total of fifty-two 
significant QTLs were found for all traits under study, 
except for the relative water content (RWC). Figure 1 
shows Manhattan plots of genome-wide association 
results for all traits with the presence of QTLs. The 
proportion of phenotypic variance explained by a single 
QTL ranged from 5% (SNPs ABC05818-1-2-271 and 
4240-749) to 13.8% (SNP 1923-265). For each trait, 
the total variance explained by significant detected 
QTLs varied from 6.9 to 84% for SL and IPAR, which 
are the traits with lower and higher numbers of 
identified QTLs, respectively. In fact, only one SNP 
(2726-852) was associated with SL on chromosome 
5H at ~288 cM, while twelve QTLs for IPAR were 
detected on chromosomes 4H(1) and 6H(11).  

The total additive-by-additive interaction effect was 
positive for most of the traits, except for KS. This 
implies that the interaction between alleles increases 
the trait value, i.e., the phenotype is higher than 
expected (positive epistasis) and the interaction 
between alleles reduces the value of the trait when the 
epistasis is negative (Phillips, 2008). However, 
importantly, the additive-by-additive interaction effect 
calculated based on the phenotypic observations is 
always greater than that obtained from marker 
information (Bocianowski, 2012b).  
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The number of QTLs detected for each trait, 
including the chromosome number, proportion of 
phenotypic variance explained by QTLs and total 

additive-by-additive interaction effect, is 
summarized in Table 2.  

 

 
Figure 1. Manhattan plots of genome-wide association results for all agronomic, morphological and physiological traits with the presence 
of QTLs. The x-axis shows the chromosome number and SNP order. The y-axis shows the −Log10(P-value) for each SNP marker. 
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Table 2. Summary of all marker-trait associations detected in 
an RCSL population of barley under rainfed conditions 

Trait NQTL ChN R2 Rt
2

Morphologic PL 7 1H, 3H, 7H 5.6 - 10.0 49 1.9
PE 3 3H, 4H, 7H 5.0 - 5.6 16 0.2
SL 1 5H 6.9 6.9 0.4

Agronomic PH 3 4H, 5H 5.1 - 7.7 19 0.8
DWT 2 4H 6.3 - 6.6 13 13.8

BY 4 2H, 5H 5.0 - 6.7 23 12.3
HW 3 1H, 5H 7.2 - 11.0 26 35.4
HI 3 1H, 5H 5.8 - 11.0 27 0.02
KS 8 2H 5.1 - 5.7 44 -1.2

TKW 3 2H, 4H 5.2 - 5.7 16 5.2
GY 3 1H 5.8 - 13.8 33 0.2

Physiological RWC 0 - - - - 
IPAR 12 4H, 6H 5.1 - 9.4 82 5.4

NQTL: number of significant QTLs; ChN: chromosome number; R2: proportion 
of phenotypic variance explained by a single QTL; Rt

2: total phenotypic variation 
explained by all QTLs detected for each trait under study; : phenotypic estimates 
of the total additive-by-additive interaction effect for each trait. 

The plant height (PH) and grain yield (GY) are 
important traits in barley breeding programs, 
given that an appropriate plant height is a 
prerequisite for achieving the desired yield (Ren, 
Sun, Dong, Sun, & Li, 2014). Plant height is a 
complex trait determined by many genes with 
small effects (Alheit et al., 2014). Therefore, many 
QTLs have been mapped on all seven 
chromosomes using different types of molecular 
markers, such as SSRs (Inostroza et al., 2009), 
DArT (Wang et al., 2014) and SNPs (Zhou, 
Zhang, Zhang, Tan, & Li, 2015). For example, 
Rode, Ahlemeyer, Friedt and Ordon (2012) 
associated 25 SNPs with PH on chromosomes 
1H, 2H, 3H, 4H and 5H, which explained 
between 1.5 and 15.4% of the phenotypic variance. 
Recently, major QTLs for PH have been mapped 
on chromosomes 3H and 7H, which explained 
44.5% and 23.2% of the phenotypic variation, 
respectively (Wang et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2015). 
In the present study, only three markers (SNPs 
4773-1009, 8388-578 and 7639-122) were 
significantly associated with PH on chromosomes 
4H and 5H, explaining between 5.1% and 7.7% of 
the phenotypic variation. However, the genomic 
region that comprises SNPs 8388-578, and 7639-
122 on chromosome 5H at ~196 cM had a 
considerable effect explaining 12.8% of the plant 
height variation.  

The low number of QTLs detected in our 
population is in agreement with Wang et al. (2014) 
because most of the QTLs associated with the 
plant height explains a small level of phenotypic 
variation. Additionally, this trait is strongly 
influenced by the environment, particularly by 
drought (Baum et al., 2003; Inostroza et al., 2009). 
Wang et al. (2014), for instance, identified nine 

QTLs for plant height; however, most of them 
had a small allelic effect. On the other hand, 
Inostroza et al. (2009) reported twelve SSR-trait 
associations for plant height on chromosomes 1H, 
2H, 4H, 5H, 6H, and 7H, and the associations on 
chromosomes 4H and 5H were significant for the 
marker main effect. 

Grain yield is generally controlled by many 
genes, which can be dissected into a series of 
component parts, including the spike number, kernel 
number, kernel weight and thousand-kernel weight 
(Wang et al., 2014). In the study performed by 
Inostroza et al. (2009), twelve markers showed 
significant associations with the grain yield on 
chromosomes 1H, 2H, 3H, 5H, 6H and 7H; seven 
were significant for the marker main effect and five 
were environment-dependent. Consistently, Wang et 
al. (2014) found six QTLs were associated with GY 
on chromosomes 1H, 2H, 3H, 4H, and 7H, which 
explained between 4.7 and 16.1% of the phenotypic 
variation; however, these QTLs depended on the 
environment. In this study, three SNPs were 
associated with GY on chromosome 1H, 
representing two genomic regions. Among these, 
two moderate QTLs were detected in a genomic 
region at ~140 cM; SNPs 2711-234 and 1923-265 
accounted for 13.4 and 13.8% of the grain yield 
variation, respectively. This result is consistent with 
the study developed by Kalladan et al. (2013), who 
found three stable QTLs for yield on chromosome 
1H under both control and drought conditions, and 
explained most of the phenotypic variation for yield.  

The thousand kernel weight (TKW) is one of the 
major yield components with a direct effect on the 
final yield (Pasam et al., 2012). Studies have shown 
that QTLs for TKW have a genome-wide 
distribution (Pasam et al., 2012; Kalladan et al., 
2013). However, in the present study, three 
significant QTLs were associated with TKW on 
chromosomes 2H and 4H, which explained between 
5.2 and 5.7% of the phenotypic variation. This result 
can be explained by TKW being influenced by the 
environmental conditions that occur during the grain 
filling period when the crop is more susceptible to 
drought (Mengistu et al., 2012). The QTL detected 
for TKW on chromosome 2H at ~45 cM has been 
reported on a similar position in other studies (Rode 
et al., 2012; Kalladan et al., 2013).  

Many of the agronomic traits are correlated 
with one another; it is therefore natural to observe 
a particular QTL co-localizing for two or more 
different traits (Kalladan et al., 2013). Moreover, 
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co-localization and/or clusters of QTLs for the 
yield and related traits have been reported well in 
barley (Comadran et al., 2011; Kalladan et al., 
2013; Mansour et al. 2014; Wang et al., 2014). In 
this study, the genomic region on chromosome 
1H at ~140 cM was concomitantly associated with 
HI and GY, which explained between 21.2 and 
27.2% of the phenotypic variation, respectively. 
Similarly, but on chromosome 2H at 63.5 cM, 
Comadran et al. (2011) detected a significant QTL 
for HI and yield in an association panel consisting 
of 185 accessions of barley. Additionally, the SNP 
1923-265 was concomitantly associated with PL, 
HW and HI, explaining between 7.9% (for PL) 
and 11% (for HW and HI) of the phenotypic 
variation, while that for SNP 2711-234 was also 
associated with HI, accounting for 10.2%. 
Similarly, SNP 3026-1011 on chromosome 4H at 
~5 cM was associated with IPAR and TKW, and 
SNP 8258-330 on chromosome 5H at ~160 cM 
was associated with BY and HI, which accounted 
for 5.3% and 5.8% of the phenotypic variation 
under rainfed conditions. 

The plant water status plays an important role 
in plant growth, development and yield. Under 
rainfed conditions, the crop must increase water 
use efficiency to resist drought, and sustains 
normal growth (Liu, Sun, Ren, Li, & Sun, 2015). 
The relative water content (RWC) has been 
widely used to measure the water status in barley, 
and various QTLs for RWC on chromosomes 2H, 
4H, 5H, 6H and 7H have been detected in 
different water conditions (Teulat et al., 2003; 
Fan, Shabala, Ma, Xu, & Zhou, 2015; Liu et al., 
2015). In the current study, no QTLs controlling 
RWC were identified. In contrast, Teulat et al. 
(2003) identified three QTLs associated with 
RWC on chromosomes 5H and 6H, which 
explained between 7.6 and 10.9% of the 
phenotypic variation under rainfed conditions, and 
they concluded that the region situated on the 
long arm of chromosome 6H contains the most-
stable QTLs for RWC. 

Conclusion 

The identification of genomic regions 
associated with agronomic, morphological and 
physiological traits in barley under rainfed 
conditions facilitates the understanding of 
molecular mechanisms of tolerance to this type of 
stress. Fifty-two significant QTLs were identified 
for the traits considered in this study. Among 
them, two moderate QTLs were detected for GY 
on chromosome 1H. In addition, the genomic 

region that comprises SNPs 8388-578 and 7639-
122 on chromosome 5H explained 12.8% of the 
plant height variation. Given that SNP markers 
showed a very strong segregation distortion, we 
emphasize the importance of the inclusion of a 
confounding effect, such as genetic relatedness in 
the QTL mapping model, to efficiently control the 
type I error rate. Finally, the QTLs identified in 
the present study can be of particular interest for 
barley-breeding purposes under rainfed 
conditions. 
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